HANDBOOK

CAMP ARCOORA

KYOGLE, NSW, AUSTRALIA

Dear Camper,

We live in interesting times. We can see the many ways in which vast
numbers of people are suffering in many parts of the world.
We can see materialism, waste, pollution, and war. We can also understand that
every person and every living thing is endangered by human induced climate
change. It has become impossible for us to ignore what is happening. We have been
called to act for the benefit of all who are alive and future generations.

As individuals, no matter how hard we work, it is not possible to consider restoring
the Earth ... but together we are an amazing force and if we so choose we can restore
all degraded landscapes wherever they are on the Earth. Restoration needs to be at
the centre of human intention. When we collaboratively study how to restore the
Earth our lives have real meaning. When we live our lives restoring the Earth, we
know we are doing what we can to redress many of the mistakes of the past and
ensure that future generations will enjoy a fully functional Earth.

You are at the heart of this initiative. Congratulations and thank you for choosing to
become a camper with Ecosystem Restoration Camps to help restore paradise on
earth. We want you to have the best experience restoring with us. We created this
handbook to answer most of your questions. Of course, if you need any more
information, contact one of our staff and they will be more than happy to assist you.

Let’s go camping and restore the earth!

John D. Liu
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Camp Arcoora. Nestled on the edge of an ancient Gondwana sub-tropical
rainforest is the land we seek to care for and restore. This place is a precious stronghold
for biodiversity, with important cultural connections and enduring land spirit.
Arcoora Arts and Ecology Training Ground exists to play our part in regenerating
Earth. We recognise humans as responsible stewards of the earth. We see that
regenerating the earth in our times will involve great healing, remembering and relearning. We will have to heal ourselves, remember how to listen to the land and relearn how to relate to all beings.
This is why Arcoora hosts many programs that support a holistic journey, offering
curated experiences designed to inspire creative and regenerative solutions to
current ecological and social problems.

Arcoora is an incubator and research centre for regenerative culture. We have a
vibrant culture of critical dialogue and creative expression whilst attending to
practical ecorestoration and agroecology projects. We care deeply about the
wellbeing of communities and individuals.
At Camp Arcoora you will be involved in land care projects, restoring koala habitat,
waterways and degraded biodiversity in a sub-tropical rainforest/ wet sclerophyll and
grassland ecotone environment. You will participate in the installation and
maintenance of agroecology systems for food production and be immersed in a
unique eco-community with an interesting Buddhist heritage. Additionally, you may
choose to participate in a range of workshops and events that are held at Camp
Arcoora on topics such as indigenous approaches to land management, sustainable
building and technologies, community and relationship building, multi-arts,
mindfulness, meditation and more.
Camp Arcoora acknowledges the Guli-bal people of the Bundjalung Nation, the land
upon which we walk and dwell. We thank the elders past, present and future and seek
to learn each day from their wisdom.
We’re excited to have you with us! Let’s regenerate.

WHAT TO EXPECT AT CAMP ARCOORA

THE CLIMATE
Summers are hot and wet and winters are dry and cool in the Subtropical climate at
Camp Arcoora. Although weather conditions vary greatly from year to year and day to
day, January is our hottest month (mean temperatures 29.6c - 19.7c) and July is our
coolest month (mean temperatures 21.1c - 8.5c temperatures). Recently we have
experienced consecutive years of drought including bushfires in our region followed
by a wet summer this year with floods and high rains due to the La Niña weather
pattern.

THE CULTURE
Camp Arcoora values collaborative leadership, respectful relating and mindful action.
We thrive when everyone shows up with their whole self, courageous, creative and
sincere. We love to celebrate and play together with spontaneous movie nights,
parties and feasts. We do what we can to contribute to the local community and
network with similar organisations and initiatives in our bio-region.
Generally we encourage a drug, alcohol and smoke-free environment. Smokers are
asked to smoke away from communal living areas. Our kitchen is vegetarian, there is
a BBQ outside for cooking meat. We do our best to minimise waste by reducing the
use of plastics, reusing and recycling. We place a high value on tidy and clean
communal spaces. We ask all visitors to use only environmentally safe laundry
powders, shampoos, insect repellents and deodorants. Dogs are not allowed for the
purpose of protecting wildlife habitat.
We eat, work and play together and believe in the permaculture ethos of earth care,
people care, fair share.

THE ACCOMMODATION
Campers may choose to bring their own tent or hire a large canvas cabin tent with a
single or queen mattress bed during their stay. Camp Arcoora is working towards
building sheltered tent platforms with accessibility for all ages and abilities for added
comfort and protection from the weather whilst staying with camping style
accommodation for an experience of close connection with nature. We will be building
a new camp kitchen, toilet and shower amenities and tent platforms during our first
camps. Meanwhile we have access to dormitory accommodation, commercial kitchen
and on-site bathrooms if needed. Camp Arcoora is off-grid, powered by solar with rain
and spring-fed water.

THE FOOD
Campers co-create meals using as much produce as possible from on-site gardens.
We source additional seasonal produce from local farmers according to availability and
budget and supplement with spray-free and organic whole foods that may not be
available in our bioregion.

During our grassroots start-up years we have built a

repertoire that is both affordable and scrumptious. We are passionate about food and
welcome creativity in the Camp Arcoora kitchen. Examples of meals that we create at
Camp Arcoora are:

-

Dosa with fresh garden greens, seasonal roast vegetables and house-made
sauerkraut and pickles

-

House made wood-fired sourdough pizzas

-

Indian style curries and rice with produce from the garden

-

Asian style noodle salads with fresh garden greens and herbs

-

Porridge, chia pudding and tropical fruits

THE ACTIVITIES
Each camp will vary according to the season and projects that we have on the go. We
will create an overview of the schedule for every camp. For example, camps in the
winter months may focus on cultural burning preparation whilst there may be a focus
on planting in the wetter summer months. Camps may revolve around events such as
our annual Koala festival. There are ongoing activities such as maintaining the
agroecology gardens including soil preparation, wood log paths, planting, pruning and
harvesting.

Here is a list of possible activities
-

Caring for Koala habitat plantings
Riparian restoration and weed management
Wild harvesting native seeds for propagation
Erosion control earthworks
Research into native grass growing for pasture and agroecology systems
Monitoring and Evaluation
Project documentation - written, photographic, videography or art
Renovation and maintenance of camp infrastructure
Nursery propagation
Participation in community initiatives - volunteering at the land care nursery, the
Kyogle Resource Innovation Centre (K.R.I.C) or the Food hub Initiative.

-

Processing of excess fresh produce - pickling, fermenting, preserving etc

WHAT TO BRING
-

Tent, mattress and sleeping bag
Sun protective clothing - broad brimmed hat, long sleeved shirts and pants
Wet weather clothing - waterproof raincoat for heavy rain, gumboots,
umbrella
Warm clothing for cold weather
Swimwear
Towel
Torch
Water Bottle
Work boots and closed in shoes
Natural toiletries and sun-cream
Heavy duty gloves for bush regeneration activities

Optional
-

Your favourite garden tools – Hori hori, trowel, hand sith, machete
Art, craft, music and leisure activities – musical instruments, games, journal,
art supplies

HOW TO GET HERE
Located 2 hours inland from the Gold Coast in the Norther Rivers region of Australia,
high in the misty mountains of the southern hemisphere’s largest volcanic structure
(the Wollumbin volcano) Arcoora operates out of the former Vadjradhara Gonpa
Buddhist Retreat Centre, a 20min drive north of Kyogle, NNSW.
You can find Arcoora Arts and Ecology Training Ground on both Apple and Google
Maps.
Our address is: 115 Gonpa Rd, Collins Creek, NSW, 2474
If you require a pickup from a nearby town or airport, please contact our team to make
arrangements.

Entering Site
Detailed arrival instructions will be emailed to you after we receive your camp
registration.

ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED
ARCOORA
Camp Arcoora is weaving healthy systems into the local bioregion. They offer
experiential training and community outreach initiatives to support capacity building
in regenerative agroecology, ecosystem restoration and culturally regenerative
projects.

Arcoora believes that their approach to restoration must include the restoration of the
human spirit. This is why they value, learn and share in the arts, community building
skills, and spiritual and contemplative practices. The camp is a place for healing both
the earth and human hearts.

Our objectives


To embark on a collaborative design and implementation process with relevant
stakeholders for the eco restoration of wilderness surrounding Camp Arcoora,
informed by best practices and local knowledge of ecosystem restoration and land
management.



To apply and share a variety of land management and small-scale agroecology
practices for research and educational purposes.



To host and offer immersive experiences for training, support and action in villagemindedness, bioregional resilience and ecological regeneration,



To collaborate and participate locally, bio regionally and globally with other similarly
intentioned and aligned organisations and initiatives,



To celebrate, share and record our work through multi-disciplinary arts initiatives

ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION CAMPS
Ecosystem Restoration Camps is a global movement of people that is creating an
abundant earth. We repair broken ecosystems together and, in doing so, provide
humanity with hope and a better future.
We envision a fully functional, peaceful, abundant, biologically diverse earth brought
about through cooperative efforts for the ecological restoration of degraded lands.

HEALTH AND SAFETY AND INSURANCE
When you apply to attend a programme at Camp Arcoora you acknowledge that you
and you alone are responsible for your personal wellbeing and safety. This means if
an activity is causing discomfort or pain it is up to you to do what you need to care
for yourself.

All Campers are required to have personal health/accident insurance or travel
insurance valid for our region. We adhere to the highest level of safety protocols and
employ proper personal protection equipment for all activities. A safety briefing will
be given at the 1st day orientation. Medical services if required are available at the
Kyogle Hospital, a 30min drive from Camp Arcoora.
If you choose to leave the camp, we request you to notify one of the Camp Staff
members. We recommend having a mobile phone with our contact numbers with
you while offsite in the event you require assistance.
We encourage all campers to arrive in a state of wellness! If for some reason you are
exhibiting symptoms of COVID-19, cold, flu, or any potentially communicable illness
immediately prior to arriving at Camp Arcoora, we ask that you postpone your
experience until you are well.
Cancellation policy
Cancellations received by Camp Arcoora in writing, for each camper: In excess of 1
month in advance of the camp start date: a refund will be issued, subject to a AUD$35
cancellation fee.
In excess of 1 week in advance of the camp start date: a refund will be issued, subject
to a AUD$100 cancellation fee.
Less than 1 week in advance of the camp start date: a refund will be issued, subject to
a AUD$200 cancellation fee.
Within 48 hours of the camp start date: no refund will be issued.
Cancellations received by Camp Arcoora in writing, due to a positive COVID-19 test:
In the event that a camper has to cancel all or part of their participation in a camp due
to a positive COVID-19 test, Camp Arcoora will provide a full refund for the amount
paid (or pro-rated if the camp has already started). Cancellation will require a medical
certification of positive COVID-19 test.

Other Cancellations
In the event Camp Arcoora has to cancel all or part of a program, for any reason
whatsoever, campers will be given advance notice and provided with a full refund for
the amount paid (or pro-rated if the camp has already started).
Camp Arcoora reserves the right to change the day-to-day activities included within
the camp schedule. Schedule changes will not be considered cause for full or partial
refunds.

COSTS
Costs will be announced on the camp page of Arcoora, you can find the site here.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions at all about the experience.
Elissa Maia
Email: erc@arcoora.org
Mobile: +61 438906651
Camp Arcoora: 115 Gonpa Road, Collins Creek, NSW, Australia

